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the data using a mouse, with gestures similar to those used in web 
applications such as Google Maps. Reference gene names and exons 
are displayed at high zoom levels. Up to six hit-density tracks can 
be loaded in parallel. Wizard menus guide users through the read-
mapping and transcript-counting processes (Supplementary Note 2).

To validate the performance of BrowserGenome, we analyzed a 
publically available mRNA-seq data set from the ENCODE data-
base6 (human HepG2 cells; data set ENCFF000DPK) on a standard 
laptop computer. We observed that 59.2% of 26.6 million raw reads 
were mapped to the human genome at a rate of 18 million reads per 
hour. The hit-density map could be navigated in real time, and nor-
malized transcript counts were calculated in less than two seconds 
(Supplementary Table 1). Despite BrowserGenome’s simple read-
mapping algorithm, analyzing the same data with the established 
STAR5 software produced highly correlated transcript-count data 
(Pearson R = 0.974; Supplementary Fig. 3) and near-equal correla-
tion coefficients between gene expression results and sequencing-
independent gene expression data (Supplementary Fig. 4).

BrowserGenome’s usability and accessibility compare favor-
ably with those of other graphics-based RNA-seq evaluation tools 
(Supplementary Fig. 5). The core functions can be easily extended 
or incorporated into other web apps through a library interface 
(Supplementary Note 3). The platform-independent web app does 
not transfer any scientific data via the Internet and is open-source 
software under the terms of GNU General Public License version 2 
without depending on third-party code.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper (doi:10.1038/nmeth.3615).
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BrowserGenome.org: web-based RNA-seq 
data analysis and visualization
To the Editor: Applications of deep-sequencing technologies in 
life science research and clinical diagnostics are rapidly expanding. 
Although fast data-processing algorithms exist1, intuitive, portable 
data-evaluation solutions are still needed. Web tools have a history in 
bioinformatics of providing platform-independent, intuitive, barrier-
free software solutions. Whereas in most scientific web tools a server 
performs intense calculations, the new HTML5 standard and the 
competition between web browser platforms have recently opened 
access to computational resources for web apps. However, so far web 
apps have been used only to visualize existing genome annotations or 
alignment data2,3. Here we describe BrowserGenome (http://www.
BrowserGenome.org), a web-based deep-sequencing data-analysis 
platform offering barcode deconvolution, read mapping, real-time 
data visualization, transcript-count analysis and data normaliza-
tion. BrowserGenome is specifically focused on the evaluation of 
mRNA-seq data, but it can easily be extended to other applications. 
BrowserGenome matches the speed and memory footprint of state-
of-the-art software while being visually driven and intuitive to use.

Read-mapping, visualization and transcript-counting algorithms 
were implemented in JavaScript through adaptation of a non- 
overlapping q-gram indexing algorithm4, sorted data structures and 
random sampling3 (Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary 
Figs. 1 and 2). The read-mapping strategy was specifically designed 
to allow quantification of gene expression in the limited web browser 
environment, without aims of splice-variant detection, calling of 
single-nucleotide polymorphisms or the evaluation of paired-end 
sequencing data, as offered by other software5. BrowserGenome uses 
raw sequencing data in FASTQ format or imports mapping results 
from other software in SAM format. It outputs binary or SAM-
format mapping results or transcript-count tables. The graphical user 
interface displays the genome as a dynamic circle, with the mapping 
 density displayed eccentrically (Fig. 1). The user navigates through 

Figure 1 | The BrowserGenome.org web application. The circular representation 
of the genome can be intuitively moved and zoomed with mouse or track 
pad gestures. Up to six tracks of deep-sequencing data can be displayed as 
concentric circles, and even large data sets can be visualized in real time.
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